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Where there’s a ‘Wheel’ there’s a Way!
A group of hunters whose physical challenges might test their ability to fully participate in a bird hunt
took advantage of an opportunity to do so on their terms on a ‘Mobility Enhanced’ hunt organized by
Commonwealth Chapter Director Jack Dahl on a chilly March Day. The hunt was aided by Indianapolis
Quail Forever member Ed King whose passion for helping those with mobility issues to access the
outdoors led to his design and construction of a platform that he attaches to an atv allowing the safe
and secure transport of wheelchair bound individuals into the field. Thanks to this device, the intrepid
spirit of the hunters, accommodations provided by Don Vittatow at Don’s Hunting & Fishing Adventures
in Cecilia KY, along with a handful of other volunteers who accompanied the hunters afield and helped
with handling the well-trained birddogs tasked with locating, pointing, and retrieving the birds our
hunters bagged during the hunt, the day was an outstanding success.

Jack Dahl shares some hunt details with two of the
morning’s hunters.

Ed King talks about shooting from the “Mobility
Platform’ with the morning’s hunters.

Prior to going afield the hunters spent a few minutes tuning up with some clay targets and getting
accustomed to shooting from the ‘Mobility Platform.’

Secured on the “Mobility Platform,’ hunters found shooting and traversing the field a comfortable
proposition.

As with any bird hunt, birddogs are a big part of the hunt’s success.

And of course, these guys can shoot too!

As with all days afield, gathering for a hot meal and sharing stories is a big part of the camaraderie and
enjoyment of a hunt.

A group picture of the hunters and those who helped with making the day an outstanding event.

